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Abstract
The termination problem for affine programs over the integers was
left open in [1]. For more that a decade, it has been considered and
cited as a challenging open problem. To the best of our knowledge, we
present here the most complete response to this issue: we show that
termination for affine programs over Z is decidable under an assump-
tion holding for almost all affine programs, except for an extremely
small class of zero Lesbegue measure. We use the notion of asymp-
totically non-terminating initial variable values (ANT , for short) for
linear loop programs over Z. Those values are directly associated to
initial variable values for which the corresponding program does not
terminate. We reduce the termination problem of linear affine pro-
grams over the integers to the emptiness check of a specific ANT set
of initial variable values. For this class of linear or affine programs,
we prove that the corresponding ANT set is a semi-linear space and
we provide a powerful computational methods allowing the automatic
generation of these ANT sets. Moreover, we are able to address the
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conditional termination problem too. In other words, by taking ANT
set complements, we obtain a precise under-approximation of the set
of inputs for which the program does terminate.
1 Introduction
The halting problem is equivalent to the problem of deciding whether a given
program will eventually terminate when running with a given input. The
termination problem can be stated as follows: given an arbitrary program,
decide whether the program eventually halts for every possible input. Both
problems are known to be undecidable, in general [2]. The conditional ter-
mination problem [3] asks for preconditions representing input data that will
cause the program to terminate when run with such input data. In practice,
this problem appears to be central for the verification of liveness properties
that any well behaved and engineered system must guarantee. As it happens
frequently, a program may terminate only for a specific set of input data
values. Also, generating input data that demonstrates critical defects and
vulnerabilities in programs allows for new looks at these liveness properties.
In the present work we address the termination and conditional termina-
tion problem over linear and affine while loop programs over the integers. In
matrix terms, this class of programs can be expressed in the following form:
while (F·x > b) {x := A·x+c},
where A and F are matrices, b and c are vectors over the integers, and x
is a vector of variables over N or Z. The loop condition is a conjunction
of linear or affine inequalities and the assignments to each of the variables
in the loop instruction block are affine or linear forms. Static analysis and
automated verification methods for programs presented in a more complex
form can often be reduced to the study of a program expressed in this basic
affine form [4].
Recent approaches for termination analysis of imperative loop programs
have focused on partial decision procedures based on the discovery and syn-
thesis of ranking functions [5, 6]. Several interesting techniques are based
on the generation of linear ranking functions for linear loop programs [7, 8].
There are also effective heuristics [9, 6] and complete methods for the syn-
thesis of linear ranking functions [10]. On the other hand, there are simple
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linear terminating loop programs for which it can be proved that there are
no linear ranking functions.
On the problem of decidability results for termination of linear and affine
programs, the work of Tiwari et al. [11] is often cited when treating linear
programs over the reals. For linear programs over the rationals and integers,
some of those theoretical results have been extended [1]. But the termination
problem for general affine programs over the integers was left open in [1]. For
more than a decade, it has been considered and cited as a challenging open
problem [1, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This question was considered, but not completely
answered, in [11, 1]. Recently, in [12], using strong results from analytic
number theory and diophantine geometry, the authors were able to answer
positively this question, but only when the corresponding transition matrices
were restricted to a semi-simple form. In that work, ANT sets are not explic-
itly computed, because it is very hard by their approach — in fact, it is not
proved they form semi-linear spaces, — and quantifier elimination is used.
To the best of our knowledge, we present here the most complete response to
this open problem: we show that termination for general affine programs over
Z is decidable under an assumption holding for almost all affine programs ex-
cept for a very small class of zero Lesbegue measure. Our contribution is not
limited to such theoretical decidability results, as we also provide efficient
computational methods to decide termination and conditional termination
for this class of programs. More specifically, in our approach the compu-
tation of the ANT set becomes simple, and it is described explicitly as a
semi-linear space, without using quantifier elimination.
Concerning the termination and the conditional termination analysis prob-
lems, we could cite briefly the following recent developments. The frame-
work presented in [15] is devoted to approaches establishing termination by
abstract interpretation over the termination semantics. The approach ex-
posed in [3] searches for non-terminating program executions. The recent
literature on conditional (non-)termination narrows down to the works pre-
sented in [16, 3, 14]. The methods proposed in [16] allow for the gener-
ation of non-linear preconditions. In [3], the authors derived termination
preconditions for simple programs — with only one loop condition — by
guessing a ranking function and inferring a supporting assertion. Also, the
interesting approach provided in [14] focuses mostly on proofs of decidabil-
ity and consider several systems and models, but is restricted to two spe-
cific subclasses of linear relations. Despite tremendous progress over the
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years [1, 11, 17, 18, 15, 4, 19, 16, 3, 20], the problem of finding a practical,
sound and complete method, i.e., an encoding leading deterministically to
an algorithm, for determining (conditional) termination remains very chal-
lenging. Some more closely related works, e.g. [16, 3, 14, 12, 1, 11], will be
discussed in more details in Section 7.
Our initial investigations were reported in [21, 22] where we discussed ter-
mination analysis algorithms that ran in polynomial time complexity. Sub-
sequent studies considered the set of asymptotically non-terminating initial
variable values (ANT , for short) whose elements are directly related to in-
put values for which the loop does not terminate [23]. In that work, we
approached the problem of generating the ANT set for a restricted class of
linear programs over the reals, with only one loop condition, and where the
associated linear forms of the loop lead to diagonalizable systems with no
complex eigenvalues. In [24], we showed how to compute the ANT set for
linear or affine programs over R. In that work we also successfully treated
the case of linear or affine programs over Z in cases where the transition ma-
trices admit a real spectrum. Here, we remove these restrictions. We show
how to handle complex eigenvalues, linear affine programs over R, Q, N or Z,
with conjunctions of several loop conditions, and where the system does not
have to be diagonalizable. We thus drastically generalize the earlier results
in [23, 24]. Further, we introduce new static analysis methods that compute
ANT sets, and also yield a set of initial inputs values for which the program
does terminate. This attests the innovation of our contributions, i.e., none of
the other mentioned works is capable of generating such critical information
for non-terminating loops.
We summarize our contributions as follows, with all results rigorously
stated and proved:
On static input data analysis:
• We recall the important key concept of an ANT set [23] for linear
loop programs over the integers. Theorems 3.1, 5.2 and 5.3 already
show the importance of ANT sets. These results provide us with
necessary and sufficient conditions for the termination of linear
programs over the integers.
• For almost the whole class of linear, respectively affine, programs
over Z, namely those with transition matrix satisfying our As-
sumption 5.1, respectively Assumption 5.2, we prove that the set
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of asymptotically non-terminating inputs can be computed ex-
plicitly as a semi-linear space. Further, we show in Section 6
that almost all linear or affine programs belong to these classes,
except for an extremely small specific class of zero Lesbegue mea-
sure. We are also capable of automatically generating a set of lin-
ear equalities and inequalities describing a semi-linear space that
symbolically and exactly represents such ANT sets. See Theorem
4.1.
• Even if these results are mathematical in nature, they are easy to
apply. In a practical static analysis scenario, one only needs to fo-
cus on ready-to-use generic formulas that represent the ANT sets
for affine programs over Z. See Definition 4.1, Eqs. (1), (2), (3)
and (4). Such ANT set representations allow for practical com-
putational manipulations — like union, intersection, complement
and emptiness check, — and practical implementations.
On static termination and conditional termination analysis:
• We reduce the problem of termination for linear programs over
the integers to the emptiness check of the corresponding ANT set.
This characterization of terminating linear programs provides us
with a deterministic computational procedure to check program
termination over Z, that is, we show that an affine program P is
terminating if and only if P has an empty ANT set.
• Also, the ANT complement set is a precise under-approximation
of the set of terminating inputs for the same program. This com-
plement set gives rise to a loop precondition for termination. Thus,
we obtain a computational methods for conditional termination
analysis.
On decidability results for the termination problem over Z:
• we obtain new decidability results for the program termination
problem. Here, we successfully address the question left open in
[1], namely, we settle the decidability problem for program termi-
nation in the case of affine programs over the integers. Under our
Assumption (A) (see Fact 5.2), we prove that the termination
problem for affine programs over Z is decidable.
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• We provide a complete measure analysis of this assumption and
show that our decidability results holds almost for all linear/affine
programs overs Z (i.e., we prove that the class of affine programs
not satisfying our assumption is of Lesbegue measure zero.).
Before concluding this section, we introduce a motivating example.
Example 1.1. (Motivating Example) Consider the program:
while(x-1/2y-2z >0){
x:=-20x-9y+75z;
y:= -7/20x+97/20y+21/4z;
z:=35/97x+3/97y-40/97z;}
The initial values of x, y and z are represented, respectively, by the parame-
ters u1, u2 and u3. Our prototype outputs the following ANT set:
Locus of ANT:
[[u1<-u2+3*u3]]OR[[u1==-u2+3*u3,-u3<u2]]OR[[u1==4*u3,u2==-u3,0<u3]].
The static input data analysis: This semi-linear space represents symboli-
cally all asymptotically initial values that are directly associated to ini-
tial values for which the program does not terminate.
The conditional termination analysis: The complement of this set is a pre-
cise under-approximation of the set of all initial values for which the
program terminates.
The termination analysis: The problem of termination is reduced to the
emptiness check of this ANT set.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic results from
linear algebra and also defines the computational model used to represent
linear loop programs in matrix notation. Section 3 introduces the notion of
ANT initial values, and presents the first important results for termination
analysis. Section 4 provides an efficient computational method for generating
a symbolic representation of the ANT set for linear homogeneous programs.
This section also states the ready-to-use formulas representing symbolically
and exactly the ANT sets for linear homogeneous programs. Section 5 re-
duces the study of generalized linear homogeneous and affine loop programs
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to that of linear homogeneous programs with a loop condition described by
a single homogeneous inequality. Section 6 shows that our decidability result
holds for all linear or affine programs, except for an extremely restricted class
of zero measure programs. We provide a complete discussion in Section 7.
Finally, Section 8 states our conclusions.
2 Preliminaries
In Subsection 2.1 we recall some classical concepts and results from linear
algebra. In particular, we recall the Jacobian basis, in Theorem 2.1, and
note a very useful basis, in Theorem 2.2. In subsection 2.2 we introduce the
computational model for loop programs in matrix notation, and we provide
an important classification for loop programs.
2.1 Linear Algebra
In the following, E will be a finite dimensional vector space over R. Let A
belong to EndR(E), the space of R-linear maps from E to itself, and let E
∗
be the set of linear functionals in E, i.e., of mappings from E to R. In the
sequel we will assume that f is a functional in E∗. We denote by M(p, q,R)
the space of p × q matrices. When p = q we may write M(p,R). If B is a
basis of E, we denote by MatB(A) ∈ M(n,R) the matrix representation of
A in the basis B. Let In be the identity matrix in M(n,R), and let idE the
identity of EndR(E).
We will denote by Spec(A) the set of complex eigenvalues of A, by
SpecR(A) the set of real eigenvalues of A, and by Spec>0(A) the set of positive
eigenvalues of A. In particular, we have
Spec>0(A) ⊂ SpecR(A) ⊂ Spec(A).
We will also denote by |Spec(A)|, the set
{|µ|, µ ∈ Spec(A)},
and by SpecH(A), the intersection of Spec(A) with the Poincare´ upper half
plane
H = {z ∈ C, Im(z) > 0}.
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For λ ∈ SpecR(A), we write Eλ for the characteristic subspace of A asso-
ciated to λ, which is the kernel
Ker((A− λId)
dλ),
where dλ is the multiplicity of λ in the characteristic polynomial χA of A. The
non-real complex eigenvalues of A come into couples of conjugate complex
numbers. If λ is such an eigenvalue, with λ its conjugate, we write E{λ,λ} for
Ker[((A− λId) ◦ (A− λId))
dλ ],
where ◦ is the composition operator, and again dλ is the multiplicity of λ
in the characteristic polynomial of A. With these notations, we have the
following direct sum decomposition:
E = ⊕λ∈SpecR(A)Eλ ⊕λ∈SpecH(A) E{λ,λ}.
We recall the Jordan canonical basis theorem for A.
Theorem 2.1. Let λ belong to SpecR(A). There is a basis Jλ of Eλ such
that MatJλ(A|Eλ) = diag(Uλ,1, . . . , Uλ,rλ) for a positive integer rλ, where each
Uλ,i is of the form


λ 1
λ 1
. . .
. . .
λ 1
λ 1
λ


.
For µ = a+ ib = |µ|eiθµ a complex eigenvalue in SpecH(A), we denote by
s(µ, µ) the matrix
s(µ, µ) =
(
a −b
b a
)
= |µ|r(µ, µ),
where
r(µ, µ) =
(
cos(θµ) −sin(θµ)
sin(θµ) cos(θµ)
)
.
Similarly, we have the following theorem for u’s restriction to Eµ,µ.
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Theorem 2.2. Let µ belong to SpecH(A). There is a basis Jµ,µ of Eµ,µ such
that
MatJµ,µ(A|Eµ,µ) = diag(Uµ,µ,1, . . . , Uµ,µ,rµ,µ)
for a positive integer rµ,µ, where each Uµ,µ,i is of the form

s(µ, µ) I2
s(µ, µ) I2
. . .
. . .
s(µ, µ) I2
s(µ, µ) I2
s(µ, µ)


.
2.2 Classification of Loop Programs
We recall, as it is standard in static program analysis, that a primed symbol
x′ refers to the next value of x after a transition is taken. First, we present
transition systems as representations of imperative programs, and automata
as their computational models.
Definition 2.1. A transition system is given by 〈x, L, T , l0,Θ〉, where x =
(x1, ..., xn) is a set of variables, L is a set of locations and l0 ∈ L is the
initial location. A state is given by an interpretation of the variables in x.
A transition τ ∈ T is given by a tuple 〈lpre, lpost, qτ , ρτ 〉, where lpre and lpost
designate the pre- and post- locations of τ , respectively, and the transition
relation ρτ is a first-order assertion over x ∪ x′. The transition guard qτ is
a conjunction of inequalities over x. Θ is the initial condition, given as a
first-order assertion over x. The transition system is said to be linear when
ρτ is an affine form, for all τ ∈ T .
A loop program is a transition system with a single location and a single
transition, written simply as 〈x, l, 〈l, l, qτ , ρτ 〉, l,Θ〉.
We will use the following matrix notation to represent loop programs
and their transition systems. We also use simple and efficient procedures
to captures the effects of sequential linear assignments into simultaneous
updates.
Definition 2.2. Let P = 〈x, l, 〈l, l, qτ , ρτ 〉, l,Θ〉, with x = (x1, ..., xn), be a
loop program. We say that P is a linear loop program if:
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• The transition guard is a conjunction of linear inequalities. We repre-
sent the loop condition in matrix form as Fx > b where F ∈M(m,n,R),
and b ∈ Rm. By Fx > b we mean that each coordinate of vector Fx is
greater than the corresponding coordinate of vector b.
• The transition relation is a set of affine or linear forms. We represent
the linear assignments in matrix form as x := Ax + c, where A ∈
M(n,R), and c ∈ Rn.
The most general loop program P (A, F, b, c) is defined as
while (F·x > b) {x := A·x+c} .
We will use the following classification.
Definition 2.3. From the more specific to the more general form:
Homogeneous: We denote by PH the set of programs of the form
P (A, f) : while (f · x > b) {x:=Ax} ,
where f is a 1 × n row matrix corresponding to the loop condition,
b ∈ R, and A ∈ M(n,R) corresponds to the list of assignments in the
loop.
Generalized Homogeneous: We denote by PG the set of programs of the
form
P (A, F ) : while (F x > 0) {x:=Ax},
where F is a (m×n)-matrix with rows corresponding to the m loop con-
ditions. We will sometimes write P (A, F ) = P (A, f1, . . . , fm), where
the fi’s are the rows of F .
Affine: We denote by PA the set of programs of the form
P (A, F, b, c) : while (F x > b) {x:=Ax+c} ,
for A and F as above, and b, c ∈ Rn.
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Example 2.1. Consider the homogeneous program of Example 1.1. The sub-
matrix A =

−20 −9 757 8 −21
−7 −3 26

 correspond to the simultaneous updates rep-
resenting the sequential loop assignments and the vector f = (1,−1/2,−2)⊤
encodes the loop condition.
In Section 5, we show that the termination analysis for the general class
PA can be reduced to termination for programs in PH.
3 The NT and ANT Sets
We present the new notion of asymptotically non-terminating (ANT ) values
of a loop program [23]. It will be central in the analysis of non-termination.
We start with the definition of the ANT set and then give the first important
result for homogeneous linear programs. We will extend these results in
Section 5 to generalized linear homogeneous programs. Then, problem of
termination analysis for the general class of linear programs will be reduced
to the generation and the emptiness check of the ANT set for homogeneous
linear programs.
Let E, A ∈ EndR(E) and f ∈ E∗ be as introduced in Section 2.1. In this
section, we focus first on homogeneous programs
P (A, f) : {while (f·x>0) x:=A x}.
Given a basis B of E we write A = MatB(A), f = MatB(f), x = MatB(x),
and so on. From now on, we give definitions and statements in terms of pro-
grams involving linear maps, and let the reader infer the obvious adaptation
for programs involving matrices. We start by giving the definition of the
termination and non-termination for this class of programs.
Definition 3.1. Let P (A, f) ∈ PH and let x ∈ E be an input for P (A, f).
We say that P (A, f) terminates on x if and only if there exists some k ≥ 0
such that f(Ak(x)) ≤ 0; otherwise we say that P (A, f) is non-terminating
on x. If K ⊆ E, we say that P (A, f) is terminating on K if and only if
P (A, f) terminates on every input x ∈ K. Further, program P (A, f) is non-
terminating (NT for short) if and only if it is non-terminating on some input
x ∈ E.
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Thus, a program P (A, f) ∈ PH is non-terminating if there is an input
x ∈ E such that f(Ak(x)) > 0 for all k ≥ 0. We denote by NT (P (A, f)) the
set of inputs x ∈ E for which P (A, f) is non-terminating.
Next, we introduce the important notion of an asymptotically non-terminating
value [23].
Definition 3.2. We say that x ∈ E is an asymptotically non-terminating
value for P (A, f) if there exists some kx ≥ 0 such that P (A, f) is non-
terminating on Akx(x). In this case, we will also say that P (A, f) is ANT
on x, or that x is ANT for P (A, f). If K ⊆ E we say that P (A, f) is ANT
on K if it is ANT on every x ∈ K. We will also say that P (A, f) is ANT
if it is ANT for some input x ∈ E.
We denote by ANT (P (A, f)) the set of inputs x ∈ E that are ANT
for P (A, f). The ANT set has a central role in the study and analysis of
termination of program on any A-stable subset K of E, as we will show.
Example 3.1. Consider again Example 1.1. We first note that the program
terminates on u = (−9, 3,−2)⊤ because with this initial value no loop it-
eration will be performed as fA0u = −13/2. It is also easy to check that
fA1u = −5/2, and that fA2u = 17.5. In fact we have fAku > 0 for all
k ≥ 2, so that the program is non-terminating on A2u = (63, 3, 22)⊤. We
conclude that the initial value u = (−9, 3,−2)⊤ belongs to the ANT set.
The following theorem already shows the importance of ANT sets: ter-
mination for linear programs is reduced to the emptiness check of the ANT
set.
Theorem 3.1. The program P (A, f) in PH is NT if and only if it is ANT .
More generally, if K is an A-stable subset of E, the program P (A, f) is
terminating on K if and only if ANT (P (A, f)) ∩K is empty.
Proof. It is clear that if P (A, f) is NT , it is ANT as a NT value of P (A, f)
is, of course, also an ANT value. Conversely, if P (A, f) is ANT , let x be
an ANT value. Then Akx(x) is a NT value of P (A, f), and so P (A, f) is
NT . The assertion for A-stable subspaces of E is obvious, the proof being
the same, as if x ∈ K is ANT , we have Akx(x) ∈ K.
The set of NT values is included in the ANT set, but the most important
property of an ANT set resides in the fact that each of its elements gives
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an associated element in NT for the corresponding program. That is, each
element x in the ANT set, even if it does not necessarily belong to the NT
set, refers directly to initial values Akx(x) for which the program does not
terminate. Hence there is a number kx of loop iterations, departing from
the initial value x, such that P (A, f) does not terminate on Akx(x). This
does not imply that x is NT for P (A, f) because the program P (A, f) could
terminate on x by performing a number of loop iterations strictly smaller than
kx. On the other hand, the ANT set is more than an over-approximation of
the NT set, as it provide us with a deterministic and efficient way to decide
termination.
Let ANT c be the complement of the ANT set. It gives us an under ap-
proximation for the set of all initial values for which the program terminates.
Corollary 3.1. Let P (A, f) be in PH. Then P (A, f) terminates on the
complementary set ANT c(P (A, f)).
Proof. As NT (P (A, f)) ⊆ ANT (P (A, f)), passing to complementary sets
gives the result.
Theorem 3.1 provide a necessary and sufficient conditions for the termina-
tion of linear programs. Further, it allows for the reduction of the problem of
termination for linear programs to the emptiness check of the corresponding
ANT set. Also, Corollary 3.1 shows that ANT sets allow for the genera-
tion of initial variable values for which the loop program terminates. In the
following section we prove that the ANT set is a semi-linear space, and we
show how it can be exactly and symbolically computed.
4 Computation of ANT Sets for Homogeneous
Programs
Let P (A, f) be a program in PH. In this section we start with Assumption
(H) bellow, which will enable us to compute the sets ANT (P (A, f)) explic-
itly, and will also help us show that such sets are semi-linear subspaces of
E. In Section 5 we show that a more general assumption reduces to this
particular one, and in Section 6 we will show that this assumption is almost
always satisfied, except for an extremely small class of programs.
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Assumption 4.1 (H). In this section we will assume that SpecR(A) =
Spec>0(A) ∪ {0}, and that if t is a positive eigenvalue of A then no other
eigenvalue of A has the same module.
We denote by U the set of complex numbers of module 1, i.e., U = {z ∈
C | |z| = 1}. We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Let u = (u1, . . . , ur) be an element of U
r, where ui 6= uj and
ui 6= uj when i 6= j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r. Let sk, k ≥ 0, be as
sk =
n∑
i=1
(aiu
k
i + aiui
k).
Then, either all ai’s are zero, or there is a c > 0 and there is an infinite
number of k’s such that sk < −c.
Proof. According to Lemma 4 of [1], we know that either sk is constantly zero,
or we are in the second situation of the statement. But if sk is constantly zero,
then by Dedekind’s theorem on linear independence of characters applied to
Z, all the ai’s are zero.
If τ is a positive real number in |Spec(A)| − Spec>0(A), we set
Aτ = {µ ∈ SpecH(A), |µ| = τ},
and
Στ = ⊕µ∈AτEµ,µ.
We also set
Uτ = {uµ = µ/τ, µ ∈ Aτ}.
The following proposition is as a consequence of the Jordan basis Theorems
2.1 and 2.2, in Section 2.1.
Proposition 4.1. If τ is a positive real number in |Spec(A)| − Spec>0(A),
then for xτ in Στ , the quantity f(A
k(xτ )) is of the form
[
dτ−1∑
j=0
(
∑
uµ∈Uτ
aµ,j(xτ )u
k
µ + aµ,j(xτ )u
k
µ)k
j ]τk,
where dτ is the maximum of the integers dimR(Eµ,µ)/2, for µ ∈ Aτ , and the
aµ,j’s are R-linear maps from Στ to C, which can be computed explicitly. If
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t is a positive eigenvalue of A, for xt in Et, the quantity f(A
k(xt)) is of the
form
(
dt−1∑
i=0
αt,i(xt)k
i)tk,
where dt is the dimension of Et, and the αt,i’s are R-linear maps from Et to
R, which can be computed explicitly.
We are now going to describe the ANT (P (A, f)) sets as semi-linear spaces
of E. We note that the linear maps αt,i and aµ,j, in Proposition 4.1, can be
computed easily. In our previous work [24], we showed how these linear maps
are computed efficiently for programs over the reals and for programs over
Z, when the induced matrix A had a real spectrum. Here, the computation
of αt,i and aµ,j remains similar to those described in [24], Sections 7 and 8.
We first introduce the following subsets of E.
Definition 4.1. For t ∈ Spec>0(A), and l between 0 and dt − 1, we define
the sets St,l to be the sets of elements x in E which satisfy:
• For τ > t in |Spec(A)|,
– if τ /∈ Spec(A), then for all µ ∈ Aτ and j ∈ {0, . . . , dτ − 1}:
aµ,j(xµ) = 0. (1)
– if τ ∈ Spec(A), then for all i ∈ {0, . . . , dτ − 1}
ατ,i(xτ ) = 0. (2)
• For all i between l + 1 and dt − 1,
αt,i(xt) = 0. (3)
• Finally we have the inequalities:
αt,l(xt) > 0. (4)
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We can now state the main result of this section, describing the generic
formulas representing exactly and symbolically the ANT sets.
Theorem 4.1. The set ANT (P (A, f)) is the disjoint union of the sets St,l,
for t ∈ Spec>0(A), and l ∈ {0, . . . , dt − 1}. In other words, considering the
set ∆S = {(t, l) | t ∈ Spec>0(A), l ∈ {0, . . . , dt − 1}} we have
ANT (P (A, f)) =
∨
(t,l)∈∆S
St,l.
Proof. First, if x belongs to St,l then, by assumption, the sequence fA
kx will
be asymptotically equivalent to
tkαt,l(xt)k
l,
which grows without bound. Hence, x belongs to ANT (P (A, f)).
Conversely, suppose that x belongs to none of the St,l sets. Let τ be the
highest absolute value among the eigenvalues of A, such that for τ ′ > τ , τ ′
being the module of an eigenvalue of A, we have
aµ,j(xµ) = 0
for all µ ∈ Aτ ′ and j ∈ {0, . . . , dτ ′ − 1} when τ ′ /∈ Spec(A), and
ατ ′,i(xτ ′) = 0
for all i ∈ {0, . . . , dτ ′ − 1} when τ ′ ∈ Spec(A). Then,
• If τ = 0, we get f(Ak(x)) = f(Ak(x0)), which is constantly zero for k
large enough. Hence, x is not in ANT (P (A, f)).
• If τ > 0, we have two possibilities, depending on whether τ is in
Spec(A), or not.
– When τ 6∈ Spec(A), let l be the highest integer between 0 and
dτ − 1 such that aτ,l(xτ ) is nonzero. We know, from Lemma 4.1,
that for an infinite number of k’s, the sum
sk =
∑
uµ∈Uτ
aµ,l(xτ )u
k
µ + aµ,l(xτ )u
k
µ
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is smaller than a negative number −c, which is independent of k.
As the integers k grow it follows, from Proposition 4.1, that fAkx
will be equivalent to fAkxτ . By the choice of l, the latter itself be
equivalent to
skk
lτk ≤ −cklτk,
which decreases without bound. Hence, fAkx will be negative
for an infinite number of k’s, and thus x does not belong to
ANT (P (A, f)).
– Nw assume τ = t ∈ Spec>0(A), and let l be the highest integer
between 0 and dt − 1 such that αt,l 6= 0. Then, as x is not in St,l,
we must have
αt,l(xt) < 0.
But fAkx is equivalent to
αt,l(xt)t
k
when k grows according to Proposition 4.1. Hence, fAkx decreases
without bound, and so x is not in ANT (P (A, f)). This completes
the proof.
In the next section we generalize these results to programs in the classes
PG and P A. We show that the problem of generating ANT sets for lin-
ear and affine programs reduces to the computation ANT sets for specific
homogeneous programs under Assumption (H).
5 Termination over Z for Linear and Affine
Programs
In this section, we extend our methods to linear and affine programs. For
each of these program classes, the ANT set generation problem is reduced
to the computation of ANT sets of corresponding homogeneous programs
under Assumption (H).
For f1, . . . , fr a family of elements in E
∗, b ∈ Rr, and c a vector of E, we
consider the affine program P (A, F, b, c) = P (A, (fi)i=1,...,r, b, c) ∈ P A:
P (A, (f1, . . . , fr), b, c) : while (
∧
1≤i≤r
fi(x)>bi) {x:=Ax+c}.
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We will also consider the linear program P (A, F ) = P (A, (fi)i=1,...,r), where
P (A, F ) = P (A, (f1, . . . , fr)) = P (A, (f1, . . . , fr), 0, 0).
5.1 ANT sets for generalized homogeneous programs
First , we remove some restrictions on A. We denote by R(A) the set of
nonzero eigenvalues of A with arguments a rational multiple of 2π, i.e.,
R(A) = {λ ∈ Spec(A), Arg(λ) ∈ 2πQ} = {λ ∈ Spec(A), ∃n ∈ N, λn > 0}.
Assumption 5.1 (G). For any eigenvalue λ of A in R(A), if µ ∈ Spec(A)−
{0} is such that |µ| = |λ|, then µ is equal to λ up to a root of unity in C,
i.e. if λ and µ in Spec(A)− {0} are such that |λ| = |µ|, then either both are
in R(A), or none is. In other words, two nonzero eigenvalues with the same
module both have an argument which is either a rational multiple of 2π, or
none has.
From now on, we suppose that A satisfies Assumption (G). As the rational
numbers are a negligible set of R, we see that for a generic matrix A, the set
R(A) is empty. Hence, almost all matrices A in M(n,R) satisfy Assumption
(G). In Section 6, we will confirm this fact, and actually show more precisely
that the set of matrices satisfying Assumption (G) contains a dense open set
of total measure, i.e., whose complement is of measure zero.
First, we show that we can reduce the computation of the ANT set for
an homogeneous program P (A, f) ∈ PH, when A satisfies Assumption (G),
to the intersection of the ANT sets of programs P (G, g) ∈ PH, with G
satisfying Assumption (H). This reduction technique is also used in [12].
First, we notice that an appropriate power of A satisfies Assumption (H).
Proposition 5.1. Let Q be the set defined by
Q = {µ/|µ|, µ ∈ R(A)}.
If N is the lcm of the orders of elements of Q, then AN satisfies Assumption
(H).
Proof. If r belongs to Spec>0(A
N ), let λ be an eigenvalue of AN , such that
|λ| = r. As λ is in Spec(AN), it is equal to µN for some µ ∈ Spec(A), which
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is in fact in R(A) as µN > 0. Similarly, r = µ′N for µ′ ∈ Spec(A). But
µ′N = r > 0, and so µ′ ∈ R(A). As
|µ| = |µ′| = r1/N ,
by Assumption (G), µ′ is also in R(A). But then, by the definition of N , we
have µ′N > 0, and so λ = µ′N = r. Thus, the second part of Assumption (H)
is satisfied.
Moreover, if AN had a negative eigenvalue λ, again it would be of the form
λ = µN . But then we would have µ2N = λ2 > 0 and so, by the definition of
N , we would get (µ/|µ|)N = 1. That is, λ = |µ|N , which is absurd. Hence,
AN also satisfies the first part of Assumption (H).
We recall that, in the previous section, we showed that if G satisfies as-
sumption (H), then for any g ∈ E∗ the set ANT (P (G, g)) is semi-linear, and
we computed it explicitly. Now, we show how to compute ANT (P (A, f)).
Theorem 5.1. We have ANT (P (A, f)) = ∩N−1l=0 ANT (P (A
N , fAl)).
Proof. It is clear that
ANT (P (A, f)) ⊂ ∩N−1l=0 ANT (P (A
N , fAl)).
Conversely, if x belongs to ∩N−1l=0 ANT (P (A
N , fAl)). Then for every l between
0 and N − 1, there is mx,l, such that k ≥ mx,l, which gives fAkN+lx > 0.
Taking
mx = maxl∈{0,...,N−1}mx,l,
we have
k ≥ mx ⇒ f(A
k(x)) > 0,
that is, x ∈ ANT (P (A, f)). This proves the equality.
Proposition 5.1 guarantees that the matrix AN satisfies Assumption (H).
Considering a program P (A, f) ∈ PH, with A satisfying Assumption (G),
Theorem 5.1 shows that the ANT (P (A, f)) set is the intersection of the
ANT (P (AN , fAl)) sets, with AN satisfying Assumption (H). This handles
the case of linear homogeneous programs with one loop condition under as-
sumption (G). Now, as in [24], we reduce the computation of the ANT set
of a generalized homogeneous program to that of a homogeneous program.
Consider P (A, F ) = P (A, (fi)i=1,...,r) in P
G. We start with the following
lemma on non-terminating values.
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Definition 5.1. The value x is NT for P (A, F ) in PG if and only if it is
NT for all P (A, fi), with i ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
Now, we define ANT values for such programs.
Definition 5.2. We say that x is ANT for P (A, F ) if there exists kx such
that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we have fi(A
k(x)) > 0 for k > kx, that is, if x is
ANT for all programs P (A, fi).
Again we have the following easily proved but important lemma.
Lemma 5.1. A program P (A, F ) is NT if and only if it is ANT , that is,
ANT (P (A, F )) 6= ∅.
Proof. If x belongs toNT (P (A, F )), then it belongs to ANT (P (A, F )). Con-
versely, if x belongs to ANT (P (A, F )), then for some k, by definition, Ak(x)
belongs to NT (P (A, F )). In particular, both sets are empty or non empty
together, which proves the claim.
We can now express the ANT set of programs in PG as the intersection
of ANT sets from corresponding programs in PH.
Proposition 5.2. Let f1, . . . , fr be linear forms on E, then one has
ANT (P (A, (f1, . . . , fr))) = ∩
r
i=1ANT (P (A, fi)).
Proof. If x is inANT (P (A, (f1, . . . , fr))), there is k ≥ 0 such that fiA
l(x) > 0
for l ≥ k, for all i, hence x belongs to every set ANT (P (A, fi)). Conversely,
if x belongs to ∩ri=1ANT (P (A, fi)), then for each i, there is ki ≥ 0, such that
l ≥ ki implies fiAl(x) > 0. Take k = maxi(ki), then l ≥ k imples that for
every i, fiA
l(x) > 0, i.e. x belongs to ANT (P (A, (f1, . . . , fr))).
5.2 ANT sets for affine programs over Z
First, we define the notion of ANT values for affine programs.
Definition 5.3. Let P (A, F, b, c) be an affine program in PA. For x = x0 ∈
Rn, denote by x1 the vector Ax + c and, recursively, let xk = Axk−1 + c,
k ≥ 1. We say that a vector x is ANT for P (A, F, b, c) if there is some kx
such that k ≥ kx implies Fxk > b. We denote by ANT (P (A, F, b, c)) the set
of ANT input values of P (A, F, b, c).
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Consider the affine program P (A, F, b, c) = P (A, (f1, . . . , fr), b, c). We
denote by E ′ the vector space E ⊕R. We denote by A′ the linear map from
E ′ to itself defined by
A′ : x+ t 7→ (Ax+ tc) + t,
and let f ′i , 1 ≤ i ≤ r, be the linear form on E
′ defined by
f ′i : x+ t 7→ fi(x)− tbi,
and let f ′r+1 : x + t 7→ t. Finally, for x in E, we set x
′ = x + 1 in E ′. As we
have
Spec(A′) = Spec(A) ∪ {1},
we notice at once the following fact.
Fact 5.1. A′ satisfies Assumption (G), if and only if A satisfies it, and no
eigenvalue in Spec(A)−R(A) has module 1.
We make this conclusion explicit.
Assumption 5.2. (A) Let P (A, F, b, c) be an affine program in PA. We
say that A satisfies Assumption (A) when it satisfies Assumption (G) and no
eigenvalue in Spec(A)−R(A) has module 1.
When working with an affine program P (A, F, b, c), also written as P (A, (f1, . . . , fr), b, c),
we will assume that A satisfies Assumption (A).
Proposition 5.3. The input x is in the set ANT (P (A, (f1, . . . , fr), b, c)) if
and only if input x′ is in the set ANT (P (A′, (f ′1, . . . , f
′
r))).
Proof. Fix B a basis of E, and letA =MatB(A) ∈M(n,R), F ∈M(r, n,R)
the matrix with rows equal to the MatB(fi)’s, b = MatB(b) in M(1, r,R),
and let c = MatB(c). Let B
′ be the basis of E⊕R, with first vectors (ei, 0R),
for ei in B, and last vector (0E , 1). Now let A
′ = MatB′(A
′) ∈ M(n+ 1,R)
and F′ ∈ M(r+1, n+1,R) the matrix with rowsMatB′(f
′
i). Clearly, we have
A′ =
[
A c
0 1
]
, and F′ =
[
F −b
0 1
]
. To say that (x, 1)⊤ is ANT for P (A′,F′)
means that there exists kx, such that when k ≥ kx, we get F′A′k · (x, 1)⊤ > 0.
We define xk by induction, as x0 = x, and xk+1 = Axk+c. But asA
′·(x, 1)⊤ =(
Ax+ c
1
)
= (x1, 1)
⊤, by induction, we obtain A′k · (x, 1)⊤ = (xk, 1)⊤, k ≥ 1.
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But F′A′k · (x, 1)⊤ = F′ · (xk, 1)⊤ =
(
Fxk − b
1
)
. Hence, F′A′k · (x, 1)⊤ > 0 is
equivalent to Fxk > b, and the result follows.
Proposition 5.3 shows that the generation of the ANT set for a program
in PA reduces to the generation of the ANT set for an associated program
in PG, and that reduces to the computation of ANT sets for corresponding
homogeneous programs in PH. These two reduction provide us with computa-
tional methods for the automatic generation of ANT sets for affine programs
under Assumption (A). Now, we can state the following termination result
for generalized homogeneous and affine programs over Z.
Theorem 5.2. Let A ∈M(n,Z) be a matrix over the integers associated to
loop instructions.
• Then P (A, (f1, . . . , fr)) terminates on Zn if and only if
ANT (P (A, f1, . . . , fr)) ∩ Z
n = ∅,
• P (A, (f1, . . . , fr), b, c) terminates on Z
n if and only if
ANT (P (A′, (f ′1, . . . , f
′
r))) ∩ Z
n × 1 = ∅.
Proof. We know that the computation of the ANT (P (A, (f1, . . . , fr))) sets
reduces to the intersection of the ANT (P (A, fi)) sets, with 1 ≤ i ≤ r, by
Proposition 5.2. For the ANT (P (A, fi)) sets we apply Theorem 3.1, with
K = Zn, and thus establish the first assertion. We saw that x ∈ K ⊆ E
is ANT (resp. NT) for P (A, F, b, c) if and only if x′ = (x, 1)⊤ is ANT
(resp. NT) for P (A′, F ′), with A′ =
[
A c
1
]
, and F ′ =
[
F −b
0 1
]
. We apply
Theorem 3.1 with K ′ = {x′, x ∈ Zn}, which is A′-stable.
The following corollary states the main decidability result for the termi-
nation problem for affine programs over the integers.
Corollary 5.1. Under Assumption (G), the termination over Zn of programs
in the form P (A, f1, . . . , fr) is decidable. Under Assumption (A), the termi-
nation of programs P (A, f1, . . . , fr, b, c) over Z
n is decidable.
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Proof. We appeal to a result in [25], which asserts that it can be decided if a
convex semi-algebraic subspace of Rn, contains an element of the lattice Zn.
We apply it to the subspace ANT (P (A, f1, . . . , fr)) of R
n in the first case.
In the second case, we apply it to the image of the subspace
Rn × {1} ∩ ANT (P (A′, f ′1, . . . , f
′
r))
of Rn × {1} under the canonical projection from Rn × {1} to Rn.
Corollary 5.1 provides the most complete response to the termination
problem left open in [1].
6 Matrices Satisfying Assumptions (G) or (A)
In this section, we show that Assumptions (G) or (A) are almost always
satisfied.
Theorem 6.1. The set of matrices A in M(n,R) satisfying Assumption (G)
contains a dense open subset of M(n,R), and of total Lebesgue measure in
M(n,R). The same assertion is true for matrices satisfying Assumption
(A).
Proof. We consider the set U of M(n,R), of semi-simple — that is, diago-
nalizable over C, — matrices with distinct eigenvalues. It is the complement
set of zeros of
P : A 7→ disc(χA, χ
′
A),
where disc stands for the discriminant. Thus, disc is dense, open, and of
total measure. We denote by W the open subset of Cn, consisting of n-uples
(z1, . . . , zn), which satisfy zi 6= zj when i 6= j.
Let σi(z1, . . . , zn) denote the coefficient of X
i in (X − z1) . . . (X − zn). It
is well known that the map σ from W to Cn[X ], defined by
σ : (z1, . . . , zn) 7→ (σ0(z1, . . . , zn), . . . , σn−1(z1, . . . , zn)),
is a local diffemorphism, as its Jacobian at z equals, up to the sign, the
product ∏
i<j
(zi − zj).
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We are going to show the set of matrices in U , which do not have two non-
conjugate eigenvalues with the same absolute value is open, dense, and of
total measure in Rn. As this set is contained in the set of matrices satisfying
(G), this will prove our first assertion.
Let Cn,1[X ]
reg denote the set of monic polynomials of Cn[X ] with distinct
roots, and let P be such a polynomial. Number its roots as (z1(P ), . . . , zn(P )) ∈
W . Then, there is an open neighborhood NP of P in Cn,1[X ]reg such that,
for Q in NP , one can number the roots of Q as (z1(Q), . . . , zn(Q)) ∈ W , and
R : Q 7→ (z1(Q), . . . , zn(Q))
is a smooth diffeomorphism from NP to its open image R(NP) ⊂W . Hence,
if P belongs to Rn,1[X ]
reg = Cn,1[X ]
reg ∩ Rn[X ], we have that
NP
r = NP ∩ Rn[X ] ⊂ Rn,1[X ]
reg
is a submanifold of NP , R(NP
r) is a submanifold of R(NP), and the restric-
tion of R to NP
r is thus a smooth diffeomorphism to its image R(NP
r). In
fact, it is easy to see what R(NP
r) looks like.
We denote by B(u, ǫ) the open ball of radius ǫ > 0 around the complex
number u. Suppose that (z1(P ), . . . , zn(P )) is ordered in such a way that
z1(P ), . . . , za(P ) are real, and the other roots come in b couples of conjugate
complex numbers (zi(P ), zi+1(P )) with zi+1(P ) = zi(P ) and n = a + 2b.
Then, one can choose NP such that for some positive ǫ , R(NP
r) is diffeo-
morphic to the product
]z1(P )− ǫ, z1(P ) + ǫ[ × . . . × ]za(P )− ǫ, za(P ) + ǫ[
×B(za+1, ǫ)× B(za+3, ǫ) · · · × B(za+2b−1, ǫ).
In particular, the intersection of R(NP
r) with the set |zi| = |zj| when i and j
are such that zi(P ) and zj(P ) are not conjugate, is a hypersurface of R(NP
r).
Finally, as the map
A ∈ U 7→ χA ∈ Rn,1[X ]
reg
is submersive everywhere then, the set of matrices in U , which have two
distinct non conjugate eigenvalues with the same module, is locally the union
of at most n(n− 1)/2 hypersurfaces. In particular, its complementary set is
open, dense, and of total measure in U , hence in Rn. We have proved our
first assertion.
The second assertion’s proof is completely similar.
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7 Discussion
In this section we note some related works. Then we summarize some of our
previous results along similar lines, and list the main contributions presented
here.
7.0.1 Related work:
Concerning the termination analysis for affine programs over the reals, ra-
tionals and the integers, we reduced the problem to the emptiness check of
the generated ANT sets. By so doing, we obtained a characterization of
terminating linear programs which allows for a practical and computational
procedure. In [1, 11], the authors focused on the decidability of the termina-
tion problem for linear loop programs. Also, the techniques in [1] are based
on the approach in [11], but now considering termination analysis over the
rationals and integers for homogeneous programs only. But the termination
problem for general affine programs over the integers is left open in [1].
Recently, in [12], considering the ANT set and a technique similar to our
approach previously proposed in [23, 24], the authors were able to answer
this question for programs with semi-simple matrices, using strong results
from analytic number theory, and diophantine geometry. By contrast, in [12]
the author focus on decidability results, and the ANT set is not explicitly
computed there. In fact, the ANT set is referred to as a semi-algebraic set
and the use of quantifier elimination techniques is suggested. In this work,
although we also considered the termination problem, we addressed a more
general problem, namely, the conditional termination problem of generating
static sets of terminating and non-terminating inputs. We provide efficient
computational methods allowing for the exact computation and symbolic
representation of the ANT sets for affine loop programs over R, Q, Z, and
N. The ANT sets generated by our approach can be seen as a precise over-
approximation for the set of non-terminating inputs. We use “precise” in the
sense that NT ⊆ ANT and all elements in ANT , even those not in NT , are
directly associated with non-terminating values, modulo a finite numbers of
loop iterations. The, possibly infinite, complement of an ANT set is also a
“precise” under-approximation of the set of terminating inputs, as it provides
terminating input data entering the loop at least once.
Our method differs from those proposed in [3], as we do not use the
synthesis of ranking functions.
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The methods proposed in [16] can provide non-linear preconditions, but
we always generate semi-linear sets as precondition for termination, which
facilitates the static analysis of liveness properties.
The approach in [14] considers first octagonal relations and the associated
class of formulae representing weakest recursive sets. It also suggests the
use of quantifier elimination techniques and algorithms, which would require
an exponential running time complexity of order O(n3 · 5n), where n is the
number of variables. They also consider the conditional termination problem
for restricted subclasses of linear affine relations, where the associated matrix
has to be diagonalizable and with all non-zero eigenvalues of multiplicity one.
They also identify other classes where the generated precondition would be
non-linear.
The experiments in [26], involving handwritten programs, are handled
successfully by our algorithm presented in a companion article [24], more
oriented towards static program analysis. The strength and the practical
efficiency of the approach is shown by our experiments dealing with a large
number of larger linear loops. In [24], we present several details related to
the application of the theoretical contributions exposed here. Our prototype
was tested and the average time to generate the ANT over 9000 randomly
generated loops was 0.75 seconds. In this experiment, the associated matrices
were triangularizable, with a number of variables between 3 and 15, and a
number of conjunctions forming the loop condition between 1 to 4. In this
more static program analysis applied work, we used examples from [26, 3,
14, 1, 20, 10].
7.0.2 Our prior work:
We list here the points most relevant to the present discussion.
• In [21, 22] we provided new termination analysis algorithms that ran
in polynomial time complexity.
• We considered the set of asymptotically non-terminating initial variable
values for the first time in [23]. In that work we generated the ANT
set for a restricted class of linear programs over the reals, with only
one loop condition, and where the associated linear forms of the loop
lead to diagonalizable systems.
• In [24] we showed how to automatically generate the ANT sets for
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linear and affine programs. In that work, we also handled the case of
linear or affine programs over Z with transition matrices admitting a
real spectrum. It is the first substantial contribution on termination of
linear program over the integers. Here, we removed these restrictions.
In [24], we also treated the case of matrices with a real spectrum. But
if that is the case, if two distinct eigenvalues have the same module,
one is the opposite of the other, that is, they are equal up to the root
of unity. In particular, in this case, Assumption (G) is always satisfied,
and so the results obtained here fully generalize those obtained in [24].
7.0.3 The main contributions:
The central contributions presented in this article are listed below.
• Our criteria for termination over stable subspaces allowed us to show
that termination for linear or affine programs over Z is decidable for
almost the whole class of such programs.
• We proved that the ANT set is a semi-linear space, and we provided a
computational method allowing for their automatic generation.
• We rigorously proved that our assumption holds for almost all linear
or affine programs by showing that the excluded programs forms an
extremely small set of zero Lebesgue measure.
• Our main results, Theorems 3.1, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.2, 5.1, and 6.1, are
evidences of the novelty of our approach.
8 Conclusions
In terms of decidability results, we provide the most complete response to
the termination problem for linear or affine programs over the integers. We
reduced the termination problem of linear, affine programs over Z to the
emptiness check of the ANT set of corresponding homogeneous linear pro-
grams. Then, we proved that these sets are semi-linear spaces which are easy
to compute and manipulate.
These theoretical contributions are mathematical in nature with proofs
that are quite technical. We showed, however, that these results can be
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directly applied in practical ways. One can rely the ready-to-use formulas
representing the ANT set provided in this article.
Also, any static program analysis technique could incorporate, by a simple
and direct instantiation, the generic ready-to-use formulas representing the
preconditions for termination and non-termination.
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